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This article discusses results of the largest European survey among communication and public relations (PR) practitioners in regards to the position of women in the industry. The survey was conducted online among communication and PR practitioners from 42 European countries. Using communication theories on differences in communication styles among men and women, we present and discuss results on managerial skills, differences in the communication styles, and traditional views on differences between men and women in PR. The results suggest differences in communication styles among male and female practitioners, where women prefer non-personal communication methods while men prefer more personal forms of communication. The results thus go directly against data showing that women prefer intimacy and building relationships and against the frequently stated arguments for differentiated approaches to communication styles.
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**Introduction**

A significant body of feminist literature has been arguing for decades that women are in less favourable positions than men due to the predominant influence of patriarchy that continues to
exist. This particularly applies to the position of women in work where women are often underpaid, progression is harder, are treated less favourably, encounter barriers to enter the political process or progress in careers, or face the expectation to fulfil expected roles (see e.g. Labelle et al, 2015; Teasdale, 2013; Verboord, 2012; Alaez-Aller, 2011; Dozier, 2010; Eveline & Todd, 2009; Thorney & Thörnqvist, 2009; Torenly, 2006; Dozier et al, 2007; Van Zoonen, 2004; Katila & Meriläinen, 2002; Scharrer, 2002; Grunig et al, 2001; Eichenbaum & Orbach, 1999; Templin, 1999; Houchin-Winfield, 1997).

The situation is not better when it comes to business because scholars systematically report severe discrepancies with the wage gap, the glass ceiling, lower pay in professions traditionally occupied by women, a lack of women in managerial positions, and among CEOs and corporate directors (Labelle et al, 2015; Teasdale, 2013; Alaez-Aller, 2011; Dozier, 2010; Eveline & Todd, 2009; Thorney & Thörnqvist, 2009; Dozier et al, 2007; Katila & Meriläinen, 2002). However, what is particularly troubling is that not only the situation has not historically changed, but certain countries tried to re-introduce policies that were excluded from the legal system as discriminatory towards women, such as all male teachers for Catholic schools (Eveline & Todd, 2009).

On the other hand, it seems that not only do women suffer inequality because legislation is slow to implement but some things have changed and there is an underlying patriarchal assumption. For example, when it comes to the wage gap women are clearly treated less favourably (Dozier, 2010; Dozier et al, 2007; O’Neil, 2003; Yeomans, 2014, 2013, 2010), however, when it comes to approving flexible working hours because of family duties then it is women who get these requests approved more often than men in similar situations (Teasdale, 2013). This does not prove that some things have changed, but that it is still seen that women’s natural place is at home and, thus, when a women asks for this arrangement the approval comes
naturally, whereas men who need this service can struggle because of patriarchal discrimination against men who are also expected to fulfil the masculine role.

When it comes to communication, differences between men and women are also generally considered to still exist. It is largely perceived that women and men communicate differently, which sometimes contributes to the lack of understanding between them (Tannen, 1986, 1990; Suciu, 2013, 2008). When it comes to public relations (PR), the PR industry is nowadays a predominantly female industry (Wyatt, 2013; Fitch, 2010; Aldoory & Toth, 2002). This, however, does not mean that women are occupying senior positions (Grunig et al, 2001; Rush et al, 2004; Place, 2015; Fitch et al, 2016; Fitch, 2016; Tench & Topić, 2016), and the leadership discrepancy became a subject of interest of the third wave of feminism given the rising role of women in education and employment, but insufficient participation of women in politics and leadership (Merchant, 2012). An additional problem with PR is that because it became a field where there is a majority of female employees, stereotypes of PR practitioners emerged such as for example the PR Bunny or a PR Girl (Fröhlich and Peters, 2007).

Nevertheless, even though women form the majority of employees in PR, a wage and position gap still exists. For example, the Chartered Institute of Public Relations reported there is still a significant wage gap between men and women working in PR, and this difference exists even though it cannot be explained by part-time positions or any other factor that could normally affect the wage gap (CIPR State of the Profession, 2015, 2016; Fitch et al, 2016; Fitch, 2016a).

In addition, the European Communication Monitor (ECM) systematically reports on the wage gap among male and female communication and PR practitioners (Zerfass et al, 2007, 2015).

---

1 The first wave of feminism was focused on general equality of women, and the debates were primarily centred on political equality, and women’s right to vote in particular (Dickenson 1993; Goldman 2001; Lehmann 2001). The second wave of feminism then continued the plight for women equality by tackling cultural discrimination and struggling to incorporate gender equality in legal systems (Norton 2005; McCann 2008). The third wave continued with plight for greater involvement of women in politics and tackled issues of racism (Merchant 2012).
However, because women have entered the PR field in large numbers some started to speak of the feminisation of PR, and as soon as women started to enter the field in higher numbers debates on why this has happened occurred (Yeomans, 2010; Aldoory, 2005). Some scholars argued that the reason why women managed to enter PR in such high numbers is because women are more inclined towards emotional work and they are more friendly and kind, all of which are skills necessary for PR practitioners (Hochschild, 1983, 2003, 2008; Yeomans, 2014, 2013, 2010), with which traditional views on women have actually been additionally enforced even by scholars. In addition, term for these differences is known as ‘genderlect’, which is seen as tied not to “geography or to family background or to a role but to the speaker’s sexual gender” (Suciu, 2013: 1).

In 2014, the European Communication Monitor survey was conducted on a sample of 2,777 public relations (PR) and communication practitioners in 42 European countries. In this article, we will present and discuss results on managerial skills among male and female practitioners and differences in the use of communication among men and women. The aim of the article is to address the situation in the public relations (PR) and communication industries, and to debate whether we can say that women prefer different communication channels than men and whether these differences are in connection with leadership styles.

**Communication differences between men and women**

When it comes to communication styles, scholars systematically report on differences between men and women (Coates, 1989; Tannen, 1990; Merchant, 2012; Zerfass et al, 2014). In other words, men are understood to speak the language that expresses independence, competitiveness and enforces status while women are seen to speak in a way that enables connection and intimacy (Tannen, 1990). This view follows the view of leadership qualities where women are seen as emotional and affectionate and thus less able to be effective leaders.
Following the assumed differences in communication styles between men and women, two approaches to studying differences in communication developed, i.e. the dominance approach and the difference approach. In the first case, men are seen to subordinate women through their different use of communication, while in the second case differences in communication are understood through belonging to two different sub-cultures (White, 2003). The dominance approach has been firstly developed by Robin Lakoff (1975) in her classic work where she analysed what she perceived as a typical women’s language and the use of terms by women. In her opinion, women are expected to demonstrate their weakness and subordination in the way they speak (Cameron et al, 1989; White, 2003; Suciu, 2008). In other words, Lakoff (1975) argued that women are denied the right to speak as strongly as men because of which they are pushed into triviality and uncertainty in their speech, and because of that women are always subject to stereotypes (Goldberg, 1994). Her research has been criticised as biased because it relied on personal observation too much, however, her findings/observation pointed to the direction of future feminist research (Stainton Rogers, 2011).

On the other hand, according to the difference approach, men and women communicate in different ways as a result of numerous factors and not necessarily the male’s desire to dominate. According to this view, men are committed to sharing information while women are more interested in the interaction, and these differences come from the socialisation process that differs for men and women, or boys and girls (Maltz & Borker, 1982). Tannen (1986; 1990) added to the research on differences and emphasized that women’s speech is ‘rapport talk’ while men’s speech is ‘report-talk’, i.e. women are committed to networking and developing connections while men are committed to exposing their skills and independence. This furthermore means that women are committed to developing solidarity while men seek hierarchy. Furthermore, women use communication to develop relationships while men use communication to establish dominance. These differences in communication styles often lead
to miscommunication (Ersoy, 2008), or to what Tannen (1990) calls meta-messages that men and women sometimes do not read properly during the interaction.

Differences in communication styles are believed to come from socialisation, and initial upbringing in particular. Yule (2006) stated that communication is a learned skill, and that men and women learn this skill in different ways. This means that while all human beings are able to learn to speak, how we speak is in large part a result of our socialisation and upbringing. In addition, our communication style is influenced by our cultural and individual differences, and this also affects the way we listen to the others (Tannen, 1995). According to Tannen (1995), men and women learn how to speak in different ways through their upbringing and the socialisation process.

For example, “girls tend to learn conversational rituals that focus on the rapport dimension of relationships whereas boys tend to learn rituals that focus on the status dimension. Girls tend to play with a single best friend or in small groups, and they spend a lot of time talking” (Tannen, 1995: 140). This furthermore means that, according to Tannen (1995), girls do not compete so much with each other but downplay differences to appear all the same and to find a common spot to unite them so that no girl in the group feels offended or less valuable. On the other hand, boys tend to play in different ways, i.e. in large groups and they are not treated equally but they compete for the position of a leader. In their group, being bossy is not problematic as with girls, and they do not seek comfort but competition and leadership (Tannen, 1995). Consequently, both girls and boys need to communicate with each other to create group belonging and to make the group work, and this is where the differences in communication firstly occur.

Another difference importantly pointed out by Tannen (1995) is the use of “I” and “we” where men always emphasize their individual accomplishments while women use group belonging,
and this is often seen even in work organizations. For example, women will say “we” when mentioning that their company is hiring new staff even if she is in charge, while men tend to say “I”, and this applies to all other situations when women and men are supposed to emphasize their role and/or achievements (Tannen, 1995). Because of this, differences in communication style between men and women are often described using the term ‘genderlect’, which means that ‘genderlect’ is similar to the dialect just that it explains differences that are not tied to “geography or to family background or to a role but to the speaker’s sexual gender” (Suciu, 2013: 1). This term is clearly intertwined with the difference approach because women and men are, in this view, seen as fundamentally different in the way they socialise, interact and consequentially communicate (Tannen 1986, 1990).

As emphasized by Tannen (1990), all people are unique in their behaviour but there are some common traits when it comes to men and women as well as with people from different countries and different regions within the same country, and even though it may seem stereotypical to label women in one way and men in the other, the difference approach of emphasizing differences and learning to live with them argues it is the only feasible way. Another reason for these differences in seeing the purpose of conversation through different lenses, i.e. women use conversation to create relationships, while men use it to achieve an outcome and establish a dominant position (Leaper, 1991; Maltz & Borker, 1982; Wood, 1996; Mason, 1994).

The concept of genderlect can be related to patriarchy because gender debates have always been intertwined with identity. As argued by Butler (1990), gender is something people do as a matter of choice, and not something they necessarily have, which is how the term gender has been understood at the beginning. In other words, the term has been introduced to depict that gender is a matter of choice, while it is often mistakenly used as a polite expression for sex (Scott, 1999). According to Butler (2004), gender is a matter of culture and social interactions and mostly a matter of choice. When it comes to PR, some authors have argued that PR suffers
from the way people do gender because everyone becomes affected by expectations and stereotypes, and because of that organisations also became gendered (Place, 2015).

On the other hand, it can be argued that *genderlect* is not something people choose, i.e. it is rather something that comes from the socialisation process, which is not the same for boys and girls as they are growing up. In other words, boys and girls socialise in different ways and because of that, they learn to communicate in different ways. If socialisation is largely conditioned by patriarchy then obviously differences in communication as well as behaviour will be even stronger. As also emphasized by Tannen (1986: 125) “male-female conversation is cross-cultural communication. Culture is simply a network of habits and patterns gleaned from past experience, and women and men have different past experiences”. In addition, boys and girls have different experiences because they “grow up in different worlds, even if they grow up in the same house. And as adults they travel in different worlds, reinforcing patterns established in childhood” (Tannen, 1986: 125). Because of that, and the fact they look for status (boys) or intimacy (girls) in their social interactions and communication styles (Tannen, 1990), their language is also different. Blair (2000) researched *genderlect* in schools and found that boys curse more than girls and often use homophobia to re-enforce their status (e.g. by using terms such as faggot or gay) as well as female terms, or saying that men are doing something like a girl to re-enforce their masculinity). On the other hand, girls are more inclined to use qualifiers such as “kind of”, “sort of” and similar (Parkhurst, 2012).

The communication differences also affect leadership styles between men and women, as well as gender relations in the work place. However, these differences are a subject of interest of the feminist movement only since the inception of the third wave of feminism (Merchant, 2012) even though certain feminists argued that women have always been subject to discrimination at work (Hartmann, 1976; for a review see Fitch, 2016).
According to available information, women are still not occupying senior managerial positions even if they managed to enter all professions, and this is one of the foci’s of the third wave of feminism where the activists are demanding higher inclusion of women to more senior positions (Merchant, 2012). The activism has been successful to a certain extent and there is a slow increase in number of women occupying senior positions. The third wave has not finished yet, as feminists still advocate more inclusion of women to politics and managerial positions, equality at work, as well as equal rights for minority women (Merchant, 2012). The feminists also protest against the so-called “glass ceiling”, or a situation where women can progress in their careers until a certain point and then they cannot go any higher (Baxter & Wright, 2000; Merchant, 2012; Tench & Topić, 2016). However, the problem with successfully combating the glass ceiling problem is in women’s denial of a glass ceiling where women, when asked, do not report the problem but blame themselves for not progressing in their careers (Wrigley, 2002).

Just like with research on women in PR and communication differences between men and women, when it comes to gender and leadership most studies assume differences between women and men when exercising leadership. However, there are also studies that refute the differences, or at least underline that there are another stronger contextual variables to explain the diversity than the variable of gender.

Most of the research about gender and leadership has focused on finding differences in the styles of leadership of women and men. Munduarte (2003) found these studies are based on a rational of two steps: a) men and woman lead differently and b) masculine characteristics are associated with effective leadership. In addition, diverse empirical studies have contested the hypothesis of stereotyped differences. For example, results of Cuadrado et al. (2003) show that there are higher correlations in women than in men, in self-perceived behaviour, between good leadership styles and male stereotyped styles of authority, control and objective-orientation.
Differences on access to leadership positions can also be explained by gender stereotypes. The pioneer studies of Schein (1973) found that both women and men perceived leadership efficacy associated to the characteristic behaviours of men. The sentence “think manager-think male” means that a good leadership style is associated with male stereotyped styles (Schein, 2001) and may imply a factor of discrimination when women and men compete for a leading position.

Eagly & Karau (2002) proposed the theory of role congruity which explained the prejudices to women through the non-congruence between leadership and female roles. What is most commonly associated with problems in female progress to managerial position is stereotypes associated with women, i.e. their caring nature that encompasses personal characteristics such as a friendly approach, emotional nature, affectionate attitude, sensitivity and similar, while men are associated with rationality, unemotional attitudes, aggressive approach, etc. (Schneider, 2005). These differences portray men as suitable for effective leadership, while women appear to lack these essential qualities such as an aggressive approach and rationality. Because of that, women are seen as inadequately equipped for taking higher managerial positions.

Therefore, in this research we have focused on preferred methods of communication and the characteristics of effective leadership as self-assessed by PR practitioners across Europe. This focus enables us to contribute to the debate on communication differences between men and women, characteristics of an effective leader in regards to necessary communication skills and these findings can then give an indication on whether there is a genderlect issue that requires further interrogation in other research studies. The research predominantly looks to research whether there are differences between men and women when it comes to preferred communication methods, and whether traditional stereotypes of women can be seen as truthful, i.e. are women truly committed towards building intimacy and relationship by preferring face to face communication?
Method

The questionnaire was sent to PR and communications practitioners, and it consisted of 18 sections and 39 questions. In this article, we are presenting and discussing results from sections on communication and leadership styles, however, the questionnaire also examined problems such as networking, mentoring, business environment, etc.

The survey was conducted online, and before the official publication and call for participation, the questionnaire was pre-tested with 44 practitioners from 16 European countries. The final questionnaire was published in March 2014, and the survey was open for four weeks.

Firstly, personal invitations for participations were sent to 30,000 practitioners in Europe based on database provided by the European Association of Communication Directors (EACD). Secondly, personal invitations were sent to practitioners via national research and professional organizations. In total, 2,881 practitioners completed the survey. Answers from practitioners who could not be identified as part of the selected population were deleted from the dataset. The final number of responses that are subject of the analysis was then set to 2,777 responses.

Two thirds of respondents were communication leaders, i.e. 40 % hold a top hierarchical position as head of communication or as CEO of a communication consultancy, 27.6% were unit leaders, 26.1 % were team members or consultants, 57.7 % have more than 10 years of experience in communication management, and 61.7 % were female. Majority of respondents have an academic degree (94.1%), and two thirds of respondents hold a graduate degree or a doctorate.

The practitioners were asked to give their personal views on which communication methods they prefer, what is the most important means of communication in the current industry landscape, what are the characteristics of an effective leadership and to state what they think
are the characteristics of male and female practitioners. The results were then compared per
gender, and are analysed against the theoretical discussion presented earlier in this paper.

The research questions addressed in this study were set as follows: What is the preferred
method of communication among male and female communications practitioners? What
communications practitioners perceive as the most important means of communication for the
industry? What are the characteristics of effective leadership according to the views of
communications practitioners? Can we speak of differences in preferred communication styles
between men and women?

**Results**

When it comes to preferred methods of communication results show differences that go against
popular difference approach in communication styles among men and women. If we take into
consideration that the difference approach sees women and men as different and where men
are seen as less compassionate and more task-oriented, while women are seen as more
interested in building relationships with their employees through interpersonal communication
(Eagly & Johnson, 1990; Gray, 1992; Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Karau, 2002; Martell & DeSmet,
2001), it is quite interesting that the results show that women are more inclined to use emails
and social media as methods of communication with their colleagues while men prefer face-
to-face and phone calls. In other words, and as presented in figure 1, 40.4% of women prefer
e-mail as their communication channel, while 34.5% of men prefer the same method. On the
other hand, social media is again preferred by women (28.0% versus 25.4% in favour of
women). When it comes to face-to-face and phone communication, then it is male practitioners
who prefer these channels, i.e. 27.7% of men and 20.8% of women. The situation is similar
with phones, where 9.3% of women and 11.3% of men prefer this channel.

**Figure 1: Preferred Methods of Communication**
Men are, as discussed above seen as task oriented, while women are seen as relationship oriented, and while task orientation might have something to do with face-to-face and phone preferences, it is quite inexplicable how emails and social media fit into compassionate and caring leadership methods meant to build intimacy and personal relationships, which is how women are traditionally seen. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that the social media changed the way we communicate and some scholars argued that social media communication does not deepen our conversations as much as face-to-face communication does (Keller, 2013) due to its mediated nature. In other words, mediated communication is seen as communication process carried out via technology and thus can also be seen as contrasted to face-to-face communication. For example, some authors argued that there are three main forms of communication interactions, i.e. face-to-face, mediated, and quasi-mediated with face-to-face communication also involving gestures and non-verbal communication and thus requiring physical presence (Crowley and Mitchell, 1994; Waldeck et al, 2012).

Thus, these results might actually signal that women managers are more inclined towards rationality and professionalism in their approach, while men seem to be more inclined to build personal relationships with their employees even if they are more task-oriented.
Nevertheless, women actually follow trends better with their preferred method of communication, because practitioners generally recognized that the most important means of communication is online communication. As presented in figure 2, 85.9% of practitioners recognised online communication as the most relevant communication method for the industry.

**Figure 2: The Most Important Means of Communication for the Industry**

![Bar chart showing the percentage of practitioners recognizing different communication methods.](chart)

In other words, if we look at figures 1 and 2, it appears that it is women who follow the trends and lean towards appropriate way of communication to achieve business goals even though this communication method is not a personal form of communication that should help in building relationships. This result may also be the case due to stereotypes of women and the fact they progress harder as already discussed, however, it does indicates that women do not lean towards compassion or emotional leadership and work ethics, but a rational one based on trends in the current industry.

When we look at views of communication practitioners on what constitutes effective leadership, we see that the perceived most important characteristic for effective leadership in public relations is communication in an open and transparent way that can be seen to be closer to the consensus on leadership performance. As presented in figure 3, communicating in an open and transparent way is appreciated by 94.7% of practitioners, providing a clear overall,
long-term vision by 90.9%, and handling controversial issues or crises calmly and confidently by 90.1%.

**Figure 3: Characteristics of an Effective Leadership**

![Characteristics of an Effective Leadership Chart]

This result is congruent with the widely accepted symmetrical and dialogic prescriptive models of public relations. It is also relevant to note that two of the top three characteristics seen as more effective for good leadership are more reminiscent of the male stereotyped styles based on objective-orientation. In any case, women have more expectations with regard to all the analysed characteristics of effective leadership, but results do not show a preference of female practitioners for stereotyped feminine styles or with men for stereotyped male styles of leadership, which is in line with more recent studies in gender and leadership styles (Molero, 2009). In other words, effective leadership entails – among others – communicating in an open and transparent way.

When it comes to personal characteristics ascribed to women, practitioners report traditional views on differences between men and women, where men are seen as more aggressive, able to promote themselves, self-confident, politically savvy, more motivated for managerial positions, more analytical, and with stronger managerial and operational skills (figure 4). On the other hand, women are seen as more emotional and sensitive to people (also figure 4).
These views largely fit into stereotypes against women as compassionate and emotional while men are more predisposed for managerial and leadership position. On the other hand, there is a downfall in characteristics ascribed to men when it comes to managerial motivation, analytical competences, and managerial and operational skills. This means that women are slowly finding their way through acknowledgement of their efforts and an increase in self-esteem; however, they are still seen as emotional and compassionate as opposed to men, which fits into traditional stereotypes against women (Van Zoonen, 2004; Eichenbaum & Orbach, 1999; Templin, 1999).

**Conclusion**

As we have discussed in the theoretical part of the article, women are still seen through prejudicial views, and still face certain problems on the road to full equality with men such as the wage gap, the glass ceiling, as well as stereotyped decision-making processes when it comes to leave of absence for family reasons to both men and women. On the other hand, when it comes to communication differences, men are seen as committed to independence, competitiveness and enforcing status while women are seen as committed to creating connections, relationships and intimacy. These differences are seen to affect leadership as well,
where the so-called traditional or stereotyped male characteristics are perceived as desirable for effective leadership and not the alleged female characteristics.

Contrary to views of women as more compassionate and committed to creating relationship and intimacy, our results have indicated that prejudices are just prejudices, and female and male public relations practitioners do not seem to show great differences in their perception of effective leadership. Moreover, it is actually women practitioners who act in line with the online tendencies in the industry. In other words, all practitioners state that online communication is the most important form of communication in the present, and it is women that understand this through their preference for emails and social media communication channels. This goes not only against existing prejudicial views but also against even more sympathetic perceptions of gender communication differences that argues women and men are different in their communication styles due to different socialisation processes.

Our research has shown that the initial socialisation process, even if it would be conducted in a traditional male-female role assigning way, has no impact on the behaviour of women in the business world. On the other hand, the results of this research have suggested that it is men who prefer face-to-face talks and phone calls as the preferred methods of communication even though they recognize the importance of online communication. This research has demonstrated that the communication and leadership style of women challenges the usual views of the difference approach based on socialisation and genderlect. In other words, women should not be seen through stereotypes nor should their performance and leadership potential be judged according to alleged communication style. If anything, women should be seen as individuals and adaptive to changed circumstances of the industry and thus highly competent to take leadership roles.
Consequently, future research should take into account diverse contextual and situational factors and look at the socialisation process of younger females to establish whether the socialisation process has been changing, as well as to establish if there are differences within various industries. In addition, further research is necessary to validate findings from this research as this was just one study conducted on one ‘female’ industry based within democratic normative principles in a particularly highly industrialised and democratised region of the world.
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